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Becoming bigger and better, together, starts here.






Welcome to Ashoka Community, the space made possible by changemakers like you, who want to transform their communities for the good of all.

Ashoka cultivates a community of social entrepreneurs, young changemakers, partners and institutions who work towards a world where everyone is changemaker.

 









See what’s happening this week
Download our brochure



























Join the Community
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Connect








Access all changemaking gatherings. In person, online and hybrid. Local and global. Big and small. Focused on one, or many sectors.











Join an event
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Learn









Learn the how-to's of changemaking through resources in a variety of formats and for all skill levels. 













Practice changemaking
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Collaborate









Complex challenges require collaborative changemakers. Co-develop initiatives with others to achieve deep impact on the critical challenges of our society.













Accelerate your impact
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Explore









Deep dive in our changemaking repository. Toolkits, articles, podcasts or reports developed by and for our community.













Deep dive



















Ashoka Community is a place for our ideas to come together





Our impact gets stronger every time we meet, learn and share. 

Ashoka Community is where our ideas come together. Where we share knowledge to accelerate change.  Here we connect insights with like-minded changemakers in Europe and beyond. 

Together we create the world's most comprehensive offering for changemaking.

 
























Community Updates
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Apply for the Ashoka Visionary Program in Vienna - become a leader of change









The Ashoka Visionary Program in Central and Eastern Europe has opened its applications for its next edition - starting in October 2024 in Vienna, Austria.





Read more 
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Grant Opportunity to #UpdateHamburg in 2024











Read more 
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Good Tech Does Good









As the technology sector grows, it’s time for companies to invest in giving back to social enterprises so everyone can benefit from advances. This article originally appeared on CEO Magazine.





Read more 
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How Farkhunda Muhtaj’s passion for sport is a conduit for social justice









Professional soccer player and social activist Farkhunda Muhtaj knows firsthand how sports can impact the lives of vulnerable communities for the better. This article originally appeared in CEO...





Read more 
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How neurodivergent individuals can drive business growth









Specialisterne Foundation Founder Thorkil Sonne explains how embracing neurodiversity in the workplace benefits both businesses and individuals on the spectrum. This article originally appeared in CEO...





Read more 

















Sign up to the Community Pulse





By signing up you'll never miss out on news from your peers, interesting opportunities, and events happening across Europe and beyond. 





  You must have JavaScript enabled to use this form.










































Support our work





Inspired and created by social entrepreneurs, youth, and change leaders, Ashoka is equipping communities, businesses, and schools with learning journeys, courses, and collaborative programs free of cost. 

To help our work and content and make them available to an even larger community, donate to Ashoka today and become part of the “Everyone a Changemaker” movement!







Donate








































Contact


Ashoka US Office

1000 Wilson Blvd., Suite 1900

Arlington, VA 22209

United States
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Stay Connected




We'd love to stay in touch! Click below and sign up to receive updates on Ashoka's work.

Sign Up

















  







Ashoka Community® a trademark of Ashoka


























